Contribution to the differentiation of peripheral versus central tinnitus via auditory brain stem response evaluation.
Auditory brain stem response (ABR) parameters were evaluated in 54 subjects with unilateral idiopathic subjective tinnitus in order to verify the possibility of detecting its site of origin. All the subjects had normal hearing or a symmetrical bilateral sensorineural hearing loss. All the cases in whom middle or inner ear disease had been diagnosed, were excluded. Subjects, classified on the basis of their mean auditory threshold and masking curves according to Feldmann, underwent a residual inhibition (RI) test and ipsilateral narrow-band noise masking before a second ABR test was performed. Patients with positive RI made up the A+ group, while those with negative RI made up the A- group. The main characteristics observed were an increase of the mean latency values of wave I in the tinnitus ear in the A+ group while, after masking, the values of the affected and unaffected ears almost overlapped. An increase in the latency values of wave V, unaffected by the masking procedure, could be observed in A- patients. The occurrence of waves I and III was often affected in the tinnitus ears in both groups, but it increased, after masking, only in the A- patients. Based on the obtained data, the authors conclude that there may be a substantial difference concerning ABR parameters between the patients in whom residual tinnitus masking is demonstrable compared with those in whom it is not.